Sub-micrometer domain engineering on periodically poled lithium niobate
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Abstract

We report a novel method to realize high-aspect ratio (~1000) of submicron size inverted domains in two-dimensional periodically poled lattice structure on 0.5 mm-thick lithium niobate (LiNbO\textsubscript{3}) substrate. This is achieved by photolithographic patterning of LiNbO\textsubscript{3} surface with self-organized dielectric spheres, followed by pulsed-field poling with liquid electrodes. The realization of submicron domain structures on electrically poled LiNbO\textsubscript{3} is ascribed to a local modification of the polarization switching field due to the dielectric- and structure-induced discontinuity at the boundary between the photoresist opening and self-organized dielectric spheres.
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The profound mechanical and electro-optical properties of ferroelectric crystals have made them an attractive field of study in condensed matter physics [1]. In particular, the capability for ferroelectric crystals to switch the direction of their spontaneous polarization (\(P_\text{s}\)) can result in novel device applications such as high-density data storage and nonlinear frequency conversion. The underlying physics is that the polarization direction of ferroelectric domain can be inverted by field action along the crystal’s polar (Z) axis and retain its stability as long as the sample is kept below the crystal’s Curie temperature [2]. Ferroelectric memory devices with area density reaching Tbit/in\textsuperscript{2} have recently been demonstrated on LiTaO\textsubscript{3} film [3], LiNbO\textsubscript{3} bulk [4] or film [5,6], and RbTiOPO\textsubscript{4} [7] using scanning tips associated with the atomic force microscope. It is also known that polarization reversal of \(P_\text{s}\) can result in a characteristic sign change in the nonlinear susceptible tensor \(\chi^{(2)}\). A periodical distribution of 180° inverted domains therefore constitutes a new type of nonlinear photonic crystals which can provide a quasi-phase-matching (QPM) mechanism to compensate the material’s optical dispersion and to achieve efficient nonlinear wavelength conversion [8]. Recent realization of periodically poled ferroelectric crystals of lithium niobate (LiNbO\textsubscript{3}) [9], lithium tentalate (LiTaO\textsubscript{3}) [10], and potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) [11] are renowned examples showing high optical gain for nonlinear parametric generation [12].

One important aspect pertinent to the ferroelectric device performance is on the control of inverted domain size and shape. Early study on the domain formation kinetics suggested a mechanism governed by the surface nucleation, fast forward domain motion, followed by sidewise domain expansion and coalescence [13]. Within the nucleation model, the lateral domain motion was ascribed to a repeated nucleation of steps along the existing 180° domain walls [14]. Such phenomenon, if not controlled, can lead to irregular domain shapes that degrade the device performance. This stimulates the development of using a back-switching [15] or over-poling [16] technique to compensate the issues of domain broadening as commonly occurred to in ferroelectric switching with stripe-like electrodes due to the fringing field effect [17]. We have recently demonstrated a method of using a charged domain boundary to restrict the lateral motion of inverted domain [18] and to facilitate the formation of 2D periodically poled lattice structures on
LiNbO$_3$ [19]. To further control domain size on the patterned ferroelectric surface, conventional wisdom seeks solutions that can lead to a minimization of the crystal’s internal energy at a specific lattice site. In doing so, the latter can be determined by the competition between energy stored in the crystal against that reduced by the electrostatic interaction between inverted domain and applied field [20]. Recent investigation suggests it may be possible to mitigate the polarization-switching rate by incorporating small inhomogeneities at the ferroelectric–electrode interface [21]. In this work, we report a process to achieve selective nucleation and inversion of ferroelectric domain by modifying the local switching field effect. This process consists of patterning the ferroelectric surface with photoresist and self-organized dielectric spheres [22] followed by pulsed field poling. Using this method, two-dimensional nonlinear photonic crystals (2D-NPC) with domain size less than 0.5 $\text{m}$ can be realized on 0.5 mm thick LiNbO$_3$ substrate.

Our device manufacturing began with a standard photolithographic process to have a 2D photoresist pattern (AZ 4620, maker: www.clariant.com) developed on the $+Z$ face of congruently grown LiNbO$_3$ substrate. A drop of mono-dispersed colloid made of polystyrene spheres (PS) and diluted in a solution of (with a 1:400 volume ratio) Triton X-100/methonal was then spun onto the surface of a photoresist patterned LiNbO$_3$ sample. A spin speed of 4500 rpm was found to allow a monolayer distribution of polystyrene spheres (2.5 $\text{m}$-dia on average) to develop a self-organized, close-packed hexagonal structure when dropped into a photoresist opening 8 $\text{m}$ wide and 4 $\text{m}$ thick, as shown in the optical micrograph of Fig. 1. A bi-layer metal contact structure of 300 nm-Ti/20 nm-Pt was deposited onto the $+Z$ surface of the patterned LiNbO$_3$ substrate. The sample was then transferred to a poling apparatus consisting of a Teflon cell and a pulsed voltage amplifier (Trek model 20/20A for 20 kV and 20 mA output). The poling setup was similar to that originally designed by Myers et al. [23] in which liquid electrodes made contact with the sample surfaces via a pair of viton O-rings. To stabilize the domain reversal process, a fast turn-on rectifying diode was put in series with the poling apparatus such that relaxation of the inverted domain could be inhibited upon termination of the poling field [24]. The poled samples were then immersed in hydrofluoric acid (HF) to partially etch off the inverted domains for subsequent structure observation.

Our electrical poling procedure to form 2D periodically poled lattice structures on LiNbO$_3$ was initiated by applying multiple electrical pulses of 1 ms width and 25 kV/mm magnitude to activate the polarization switching process. Here we note that use of a high-field poling pulse, with a magnitude considerably larger than the coercive field ($\sim$21 kV/mm) of LiNbO$_3$, can result in a dominant polarization switching current path to flow through the spacer regions bounded by the dielectric spheres localized at the periphery of the photoresist opening. The underlying physics is that the local polarization-switching field can be enhanced at the aforementioned lattice sites due to the dielectric- and structure-induced discontinuity. In contrast, in the central part of the photoresist opening where a smooth boundary meets at the inter-sphere spacing region, there is a smaller electric field along the crystal’s polar ($Z$) axis compared with the formal case. This would effectively introduce a nucleation rate difference and favor a selective formation of inverted domains along the periphery of the photoresist opening.

In order to prove the above analysis of discontinuity effect on the kinetics of domain formation, optical micrographs were taken from the $+Z$ and $-Z$ face of etched LiNbO$_3$ samples that were poled with and without

![Fig. 1. Surface patterning on the $+Z$ face of LiNbO$_3$ using photolithography with self-organized polystyrene spheres. The photo-resist opening is $\sim$8 $\mu$m wide and 4 $\mu$m thick with a periodicity of 29.5 $\mu$m. The average size of the spheres is $\sim$2.5 $\mu$m.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of inverted domain structures taken from the $+Z$ (a, c) and $-Z$ (b, d) face of etched LiNbO$_3$ when poled with and without self-organized polystyrene spheres. The 2D domain periodicity is 29.5 $\mu$m.](image2)
self-organized polystyrene spheres in the photoresist opening. A close examination of the +Z face image of Fig. 2(a) reveals a characteristic shape change of the inverted domain from a single, large (~5 μm) size of hexagon to three to five split polygons in Fig. 2(c) when self-organized polystyrene spheres were added to the photoresist opening. We further note that the corresponding −Z face micrographs of Fig. 2(b) and (d) resemble a mirror image of its +Z face counterpart in Figs. 2(a) and (c), respectively. This result confirms a straightforward penetration of inverted domains through the 0.5 mm-thick LiNbO₃ substrate when activated by the poling process outlined above. A subtle point related to device application is that an inverted ferroelectric domain of submicron size can now be conveniently made onto a thick substrate in conjunction with the electrical poling process. These observations verify our proposed model of using a photoresist pattern with self-organized dielectric spheres to selectively activate the nucleation sites of an inverted domain and to restrict its lateral motion. This process provides a novel means to create ferroelectric-based 2D nonlinear photonic crystal whose atomic form factor can be designed by the local distribution of inverted domains with self-organized dielectric spheres. Micrographs taken from a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an atomic force microscope (AFM) on the etched +Z face of periodically poled LiNbO₃ devices in Fig. 3 illustrate such feasibility. Here, examples are given of 2D nonlinear photonic crystal on (a) undoped LiNbO₃, and (b) ZnO doped LiNbO₃ substrate, respectively. The corresponding −Z face micrographs of these devices (not shown) exhibit mirror images to its counterpart in Fig. 3, similar to the case already shown in Fig. 2. From the domain size analysis of Fig. 2(d) or Fig. 3(b), it is found that inverted domain with a size less than 0.5 μm can be conveniently made by our proposed method, suggesting it is a promising route to realize high-aspect ratio (~1000) nonlinear photonic crystal devices.

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel device processing technique to create periodically poled domains on bulk LiNbO₃ substrate. By judiciously manipulating the dielectric- and structure-induced discontinuity at the boundary between the photoresist pattern and self-organized spheres, a submicron size of inverted domain structure can be realized through a 0.5 mm-thick LiNbO₃ substrate by using the conventional pulsed-field poling technique. These observations are ascribed to a unique process of selective nucleation and restrictive motion of inverted domain due to the modification of local switching field at the aforementioned lattice sites. This research was supported by National Science Council, Grants numbers NSC 93-2215-E-002-005, 94-2215-E-002-024, and 2120-M-001-011.
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